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“The genealogy which opens the Gospel of Matthew and the New Testament is
in many respects the most important document in the Scriptures. The entire
Bible rests upon its accuracy.” – J. Vernon McGee

“The genealogy which opens the Gospel of Matthew and the New Testament is
in many respects the most important document in the Scriptures. The entire
Bible rests upon its accuracy.” – J. Vernon McGee

This genealogy establishes the fact that the Lord Jesus Christ is of the line of

This genealogy establishes the fact that the Lord Jesus Christ is of the line of

____________ and __________.

____________ and __________.

The primary purpose of Matthew 1&2 is to establish Jesus’ right to Israel’s

The primary purpose of Matthew 1&2 is to establish Jesus’ right to Israel’s

_____________.

_____________.

The Importance of Ancestry to the Jews

The Importance of Ancestry to the Jews

For Jews, _________ identification and line of descent were all-important for

For Jews, _________ identification and line of descent were all-important for

both religious and _________ purposes.

both religious and _________ purposes.

The land was carefully and precisely _____________ into territories for each

The land was carefully and precisely _____________ into territories for each

________.

________.

The transfer of ____________ also required accurate ancestral knowledge.

The transfer of ____________ also required accurate ancestral knowledge.

God designated the tribe of ________ as those who would serve as priests and

God designated the tribe of ________ as those who would serve as priests and

ministers of the ______________ and sacrificial system.

ministers of the ______________ and sacrificial system.

Genealogies were kept in ____________ accessible places.

Genealogies were kept in ____________ accessible places.

Notes regarding the “Hall of Records”:

Notes regarding the “Hall of Records”:

The Messiah—as defined in Scripture—must have come before __________,

The Messiah—as defined in Scripture—must have come before __________,

when the records could still ___________ his genealogy.

when the records could still ___________ his genealogy.

Scripture has no record of Jesus’ ___________ challenging Him over His claim

Scripture has no record of Jesus’ ___________ challenging Him over His claim

to be a king from ___________ line.

to be a king from ___________ line.

Cross references on Jesus’ ancestral heritage:

Cross references on Jesus’ ancestral heritage:

Qualified through Both Parents

Qualified through Both Parents

____________ intent is to validate Jesus’ royal claim by showing His

____________ intent is to validate Jesus’ royal claim by showing His

_________ descent from David through Joseph, who was Jesus’ legal, though

_________ descent from David through Joseph, who was Jesus’ legal, though

not ___________, father.

not ___________, father.

_________ intent is to trace Jesus’ actual royal blood ancestry through his

_________ intent is to trace Jesus’ actual royal blood ancestry through his

__________, thereby establishing His hereditary lineage from David.

__________, thereby establishing His hereditary lineage from David.

Because of King Jeconiah’s _______________, God had declared of him that,

Because of King Jeconiah’s _______________, God had declared of him that,

though he was in David’s line, his descendants would be __________ and

though he was in David’s line, his descendants would be __________ and

unable to inherit the throne. (See Jer. 22:24-30).

unable to inherit the throne. (See Jer. 22:24-30).

Curses like Jeconiah’s were passed on to __________ descendants.

Curses like Jeconiah’s were passed on to __________ descendants.

Since Jesus was ____________ by Joseph, the __________ did not apply to

Since Jesus was ____________ by Joseph, the __________ did not apply to

Him, but the ______________ rights to the throne through Solomon did!

Him, but the ______________ rights to the throne through Solomon did!

Jesus also had a _________ descent to David through His ___________,

Jesus also had a _________ descent to David through His ___________,

through David’s son Nathan, by whom no _________ had been attached.

through David’s son Nathan, by whom no _________ had been attached.

Jesus’ Genealogy Introduced (v. 1)
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Biblos =

Biblos =

Genesis =

Genesis =

Iesous =

Iesous =

Christos =

Christos =

Notes on the differences in the generations of Adam and Jesus:

Notes on the differences in the generations of Adam and Jesus:

Matthew states up front that this book is going to be an account of the ________

Matthew states up front that this book is going to be an account of the ________

credentials of Jesus, the long awaited great _______.

credentials of Jesus, the long awaited great _______.

His intent is to show that all of these persons point to the __________ of Christ.

His intent is to show that all of these persons point to the __________ of Christ.

